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Abstract 
 

We propose the improved DH key agreement protocol over a radio link in peer-to-peer networks. The 
proposed protocol ensures the secure establishment of a shared key between two parties through DB 
(distance bounding). In this way, we can ensure the integrity of exchanged data under the limited power and 
limited capacity of memory. We analyze the inefficiency and problems of existing DH key agreement 
protocols. Based on the analysis we improve the DH key agreement protocol. Proposed protocol reduces the 
two messages exchanged, the four memory required, and (7682(k/64)-64)*2 operations, where k means the 
length of random sequence.  
 

 
 

   1. Introduction 
 

As the data communication is possible between personal 
device (e.g., a PDAs, laptops, and mobile phones), the 
peer-to-peer communication frequently occurs. Also, the 
communication systems are scattered on the fields. 
Therefore, the establishment of system requires auto 
configuration of mobile routers.  
In this situation, the communication between devices 

must be properly secured. For this work, DH (Diffie-
Hellman) key agreement protocol [1] is conventionally 
used. It achieves key agreement by calculating simple 
integer parameter without shared secret. It is appropriate 
for systems which have limited-power and limited-memory. 
However, it is vulnerable to an active adversary who uses a 
MITM (man-in-the-middle) attack. Also, it can be attacked 
by mathematical methods such as degenerate message 
attack. Theses attacks are easily done as the computing
powers are raised. However, devices should have limited-
power and limited-memory.  

 
   2. Existing DH-DB 

Recently proposed protocol cope with these attacks by 
using various methods. In case of DH-SC (DH based on 
Short String Comparison) [2], it has more resistance 
against the MITM attack, but it needs an involvement of 
user. DH-DB (DH based on distance bounding) [3] checks 
integrity without involvement of user, but it needs a 
physical device to measure the distance between two peers. 
DH-IC (DH using Integrity Codes) [4] reduces the 
involvement of the user but it is inappropriate for key 
agreement.  
Especially, we focused on DH-DB protocol. DH-DB 

protocol ensures the secure establishment of a shared key 
between two peers through distance bounding. That is, pair 
of devices has the means to accurately estimate the 
distance between them. Based on the distance, each device 
upper-bounds its distance to the device of peer. If there is 
no other user in the boundary, the exchanged DH public 
parameters are accepted. However, existing DH-DB 
protocol still has weakness for security. Also, it has 
inefficiency when it checks the integrity. 
Through this research, we analyze the complexity and 

problems of existing DH-DB. Based on the analysis we 
improve the DH-DB. Finally we compare the complexity 
and security of proposed and existing protocol.  
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we 

analysis the existing DH-DB. In section 3 we present our 
protocol. In section 4 we provide analysis of our protocols. 
Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.  
 

 
We analyze the following protocol. Two users, A (Alice) 

and B (Bob), each equipped with a personal device capable 
of communicating over a radio link, get together and want 
to establish a shared key. We assume that they do not share 
any authenticated cryptographic information (e.g., public 
keys or a shared secret) prior to this meeting. Also, we 
assume that each device has the means to accurately 
estimate the distance between them.  
 
 



 

2.1. Symbol and Notation 
 
The following symbols and notations are used through this 
paper. 
 

p : large prime number 
q : prime number that divides  1−p

*
pZ : multiplicative group  

g : generator of , *
pZ )22( −≤≤ pg  

YX : concatenation operation of X  and  Y
YX⊕ : XOR operation of X  and Y  

)(←),( mCommitdc : the commitment/opening pair 
 for  ),( dc m

),(←′ dcOpenm : opens the commitment with the 
opening key  d
 

We assume that  and p g  are selected and published. 
 

2.2. Commitment Scheme 
 

In this paper we will make use of a collision-free has 
function based commitment scheme [5]. This scheme is a 
very practical commitment scheme based solely on 
collision-free hashing. To commit to a message , the 
sender picks at random a string 

m
x  and a universal has 

function  so that . Then the user applies the 
collision-free hash function  (e.g., SHA-1) to the 
random string 

f mxf =)(
h

x  to get  and sends the commit 
string  to the intended receiver. To open the 
commit string the sender simply sends the random string 

)(= xhy
),(= fyc

x . The efficiency of this commitment scheme comes from 
the fact that it makes use of inexpensive hash functions 
only. 
 

2.3. Protocol Description 
 

The DH-DB protocol is shown in Fig. 1. The protocol is 
divided into three steps: initialization, distance-bounding, 
and verification. In the initialization step, A and B select 
their secret exponents and  randomly from 

 and calculate DH public parameters 

 and , respectively. A and B generate k-bit 
random string  and , respectively. A and B 
concatenate 

AX BX

prime) large=( * qZq

AXg BXg 

AN BN

A
X

A NgID A0  and B
X

B NgID B1 , 
respectively. Here, 0 and 1 are used to prevent a reflection 
attack. Then, A and B compute commitment/opening pairs, 
respectively. A and B also concatenate AR0  and BR1  
and calculate  and . A sends the 

commitment  and  to B. B responds with his own 

commitment  and . A send out . B opens 

 and get . B checks the correctness of 

)′,′( AA dc )′,′( BB dc

Ac Ac′

Bc Bc′ Ad

( AA dc ˆ,ˆ ) Am̂

( )ˆˆ ,A Ac d  by verifying that 0 appears at the beginning of 

. If it is successful, B sends . A checks  
by verifying that 1 appears at the beginning of . If it is 
successful, A and B generate the verification string  
and .  

Am̂ Bd )ˆ,ˆ( BB dc

Bm̂

Ai

Bi
In the distance-bounding step, A and B execute distance 

bounding by exchanging bit by bit all the bits of 
 and . Here, A and B execute XOR 

operation before exchange the bit. This work protects the 
verification string by giving dependency to exchanged bits. 
During distance bounding time the devices measure round-
trip times between sending a bit and receiving a response 
bit. The device estimates the distance-bound to the other 
device by multiplying the round trip time by the speed of 
light in the case of the radio or by the speed of sound in the 
case of ultrasound communication.  

ABA iRR ,, Bi 

In the verification step, A and B retrieve 
, respectively. Then, A and B verify 

 against . (By the devices A and B, not 
users A and B) If it is successful, devices A and B display 
the measured distance bounds on their screens. The users 
A and B then visually verify that there are no other 
users/devices in their integrity regions. Then the users 
accept the exchanged DH public parameters and IDs as 
being authentic. 

AABB iRiR ˆ,ˆ and ˆ,ˆ

AB ii ˆ and ˆ
BA ii  and  

 
2.4. Analysis of the complexity and problems of 
DH-DB 
 

We analyze the vulnerability against the MITM attack 
and the complexity of DH-DB protocol. Active adversary 
M tries to collect information exchanged between A and B. 
Since the existence of adversary is checked at last step in 
DH-DB protocol, adversary can get  and , which 
contains DH public parameter in readable manners, 
through collected information. Therefore, this protocol is 
not secure in the situation where DH public parameters are 
frequently reused.  

Am Bm

In the aspect of complexity, this protocol performs 
complicated procedures for measuring the round-trip times. 
It generates random sequence and performs XOR 
operation with bits used for measuring the round-trip times. 
We can hide the verification string from adversary and 
obtain security through this procedure. However, we can 
reduce the overhead from random generator and XOR 
operation by designing new commitment scheme and 
reordering the procedure of protocol.   

 
 



 

Alice

Given , AX
AID g

Bob
BX

B gID , Given
k

UAA RN }1,0{, Pick ∈ k
UBB RN }1,0{, Pick ∈

A
X

AA NgIDm A0← B
X

BB NgIDm B1←

( ) )commit(, AAA mdc ← ( ) )commit(, BBB mdc ←

( ) )0commit(′,′ AAA Rdc ← ( ) )1commit(′,′ BBB Rdc ←
AA cc ′,

BB cc ′,

Ad
)ˆ,ˆopen(ˆ AAA dcm ←

ABBA NNim ˆ;ˆ  in0Verify ⊕←
Bd

)ˆ,ˆopen(ˆ BBB dcm ←

BAAB NNim ˆ;ˆ  in1Verify ⊕←

- distance-bounding phase -
AkAAA RRRR ,...,, are  of bits The 21

AkAAA iiii ,...,, are  of bits The 21

BkBBB RRRR ,...,, are  of bits The 21

BkBBB iiii ,...,, are  of bits The 21

111  AA iR ⊕←α 1α
1β 1111 ˆ⊕ αβ BB iR ⊕←

. . .

1
ˆ⊕ iAiAii iR βα ⊕←

ii αβ  and ˆ betweendelay  Measure

iα

iBiBii iR αβ ˆ ⊕⊕←
ii αβ ˆ and  betweendelay  Measure 1

iβ
. . .

kα

kβ
1

ˆ ⊕⊕← kAkAkk iR βα
kk αβ ˆ and  betweendelay  Measure 1

kBkBkk iR αβ ˆ ⊕⊕←

kk αβ  and ˆ betweendelay  Measure
- end of distance-bounding phase -

Ad′

Bd′
)′ˆ,′ˆ(openˆ0 AAA dcR ←

)′ˆ,′ˆ(openˆ1 BBA dcR ←

),...,1=(  ˆˆˆ kiRi BiiiBi ⊕⊕← βα

BA ii ˆ=Verify 
111

ˆˆˆ
AA Ri ⊕← α

),...,2=(  ˆˆˆ
1 kiRi AiiiAi ⊕⊕← βα

AB ii ˆ=Verify 

-Alice and Bob visually verify that there are no other users/devices in their ‘integrity region”-  
 
Fig. 1. Operation of DH-DB 
 

3. Improved DH-DB 
 

In this chapter we propose improved DH-DB protocol. 
 

3.1. New Commitment Scheme 
 

We define commitment/opening triplet . Sender 
picks collision-free hash function whose output  is , 
k-bit string.  means a universal has function  and 

means the random string 

),,( dbc
y b

c f
d x , where  and f x  are 
referred at chapter 2. Since many hash functions are used 
as random Oracle, these hash function can ensure 
randomness of  [6]. String b  is used as exchanged bits 
for measuring round-trip time in proposed protocol. Since 
probabilities of 0 and 1 are equally likely, adversary can 
make attack at most  of probability. Therefore, we 
can secure the integrity against the MITM attack without 
additional use of random generator. 

b

k2/1

 
3.2. Protocol Description 

 
Fig.2 shows proposed protocol. It is also divided into 

three steps: initialization, distance-bounding, opening. The 
initialization step is similar to the initialization step of 
existing protocol. However, proposed protocol does not 
generate k-bit random string  and .  AN BN

In the distance-bounding step A and B exchange  
and  without XOR operation. Therefore, we can reduce 
the computational complexity. Also, since we use 
collision-free hash function, adversary rarely get pre-image 
of  and . 

Ab

Bb

Ab Bb
It is different from existing protocol that A and B 

visually verify that there are no other users/devices in their 
integrity regions between second step and third step. Even 
though adversary exists in integrity regions, adversary 
cannot open triplet with collected information. Therefore, 
adversary cannot get DH public parameters. With this, we 
can ensure the secure reuse of DH public parameters. 

In third step, A sends  to B and B opens 
commitment  and examines that ’s first bit is 0. If  

Ad

Aĉ Am̂



 

Alice
AX

A gID , Given
Bob

BX
B gID , Given

k
UAN }1,0{ Pick ∈ k

UBN }1,0{ Pick ∈

A
X

AA NgIDm A0← B
X

BB NgIDm B1←

( ) )commit(,, AAAA mdbc ← ( ) )commit(,, BBBB mdbc ←

1Ab

)ˆ,ˆ,ˆopen(ˆ AAAA dbcm ←

ABBA NNim ˆ;ˆ  in0Verify ⊕←

AkAAA bbbb ,,, are  of bits The 21 L BkBBB bbbb ,,, are  of bits The 21 L

1Bb

Aib
M

Bib

AiBi bb  and ˆ betweendelay  Mesure
1 and ˆ betweendelay  Mesure -BiAi bb

Akb
M

Bkb
AkBk bb  and ˆ betweendelay  Mesure

1 and ˆ betweendelay  Mesure -BkAk bb

Ad

Bd

Ac

Bc

)ˆ,ˆ,ˆopen(ˆ BBBB dbcm ←

BAAB NNim ˆ;ˆ  in1Verify ⊕← Ai

Bi AB ii ˆ=Verify 

BA ii ˆ=Verify 

- distance-bounding phase -

- end of distance-bounding phase -
-Alice and Bob visually verify that there are no other users/devices in their “integrity region”-

 
 
Fig. 2. Operation of improved DH-DB 
 
it is successful, B sends  and A does similar procedure. 
After that A and be generate verification string , 
respectively. Since we check the existence of other user 
before the third step, it is possible to send in 

readable forms. Then, A and B verify  
against . If it is successful the users accept the 
exchanged DH public parameters and IDs as being 
authentic. 

Bd

BA ii  and  

BA ii  and  

AB ii ˆ and ˆ

BA ii  and  

 
4. Performance Analysis 
 

In this chapter, we confirm improvement by comparing 
security, the number of messages exchanged, required 
amount of memory, and number of operation of proposed 
protocol and existing protocol. 

In the existing protocol, adversary can obtain  and 
, even though A and B discontinue the communication. 

On the other hand, proposed protocol adversary cannot get 
 and . It means that the security of reused DH 

parameter depends on the powerfulness of commitment 
scheme. 

Am

Bm

Am Bm

In the aspect of the number of messages exchanged 
2k+6 messages are exchanged in the existing protocol if 
the protocol is finished successfully and 2k+4 messages 

are exchanged if the protocol is discontinued due to the 
other users in the integrity region. In proposed protocol, it 
also uses 2k+6 messages when the protocol is finished 
successfully. However, it exchanges 2k+2 messages when 
the protocol is discontinued. Therefore, two messages are 
reduced. 

Existing protocol needs 18 memories for buffering nine 
parameters , ID X , , , , , , , and  of 
A and B. Since proposed protocol does not need  and 

, 14 memories are required.  

Xg N R c d α i
R

α
Finally we compare the computational complexity 

between two protocols. For fair comparison, we assume 
that two protocols use same universal hash function and 
collision-free hash function. Also, we count the number of 
XOR operation. We do not consider complexity due to 
memory access and table lookup. We assume that the 
random generator defined at ANSI X9.17 [7] is used.  

The random generator generates 64-bit random string by 
using 3-DES which uses two keys. For generating 64-bit 
random string, 3-DES is used twice and additional 64 XOR 
operations are needed for every used of 3-DES expect final 
use. 3840 XOR (=16 [round/DES] *(32+48) [XOR/round] 
*3 [DES]) operations are needed for use of 3-DES. 
Therefore, total number of operations is as follow: 
 



 

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ 6464/76286464/2384064/2 −=−+× kkk (1)

 
In the case of k=64, 7618 XOR operations are needed. 

Table 1 summarizes the comparison of two protocols. It 
is important to note that we improve the resistance against 
the MITM attack without increasing computational power 
or complexity. 
 

 DH-DB Proposed DH-DB 
Exchanged message 

(Success) 2k+6 2k+6 

Exchanged message 
(fail) 2k+4 2k+2 

Required memory 18 14 
XOR operation 

- (7682(k/64)-64)*2 
are reduced 

Reusability of DH 
public parameter 

Vulnerable against 
MITM attack Ensured 

 
Table 1. Comparison between DH-DB and improved DH-DB 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

In the paper we provide a solution to the fundamental 
problem of key agreement over a radio link. We improve 
the existing DH-DB protocol. We confirm that its 
resistance against the MITM attack is raised and its 
computational complexity and required memory are 
reduced. Therefore, proposed protocol is appropriate for 
devices which have limited power, limited memory, and 
limited computational power. 
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